Effect of polysialic acid on the tumor xenografts implanted into nude mice.
Polysialic acid (PSA), which is abundantly expressed in the embryonic brain, plays important roles in neural development and plasticity. PSA is also expressed in tumors of neural crest origin such as neuroblastoma. However, the biologic significance of PSA in these tumors has not been elucidated. In this study, we examined the expression of PSA as well as 2 polysialyltransferases, PST and STX, in various tumor cell lines. PST and STX were simultaneously expressed in all the tumor cells positive for PSA. However, even in the tumor cells negative for PSA, they expressed PSA after transfection of neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) cDNA when these cells expressed PST, suggesting that the presence of NCAM was critical for PSA expression. To determine the role of PSA in tumor growth and development, we established tumor sublines expressing or lacking PSA from PC-14 or NCI-H146 cells. Although significant differences of growth rates between the PSA-positive and -negative tumor cells were not detected in vitro, the PSA-positive tumor cells hardly produced detectable tumors when injected into nude mice subcutaneously or intravenously. In addition, the PSA-positive tumor cells adhered less to a basement membrane matrix Matrigel than did the PSA-negative tumor cells. These results altogether suggested that PSA significantly reduced tumor formation in the transplanted xenografts through attenuation of cell-cell or cell-matrix interactions by its large, negatively charged glycans in this particular animal model system.